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RARE PROPERTY WITH A SEA VIEW | CORINTHOS, CORINTHIA,
CORINTHIA

PRICE:  680000€
REF  no:  10309

 

BARNES GREECE

18,  Kanari  str.,  10674,  Kolonaki,  Athens,  Greece
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RARE PROPERTY WITH A SEA VIEW | CORINTHOS, CORINTHIA,
CORINTHIA
A unique property  overlooking the sea and the castle  of  Acrocorinthos,  even from
the living  areas,  in  ancient  Corinth.

The  area  is  known for  the  imposing  rock  which  has  been used as  a  castle  since
ancient  times.  It  is  only 15 minutes from the nearest  beach and about 1 hour and
15 minutes  from Athens  airport.

The  property,  built  in  2008,  occupies  a  total  of  363sq.m.   and  consists  of  3
residences.  The  large  glass  windows around the  perimeter,  the  strong concrete
elements  and the  industrial  look  characterize  this  modern  property.

The  first  residence  of  213sq.m.  is  developed in  3  levels.  The  1st  floor  features  a
bright  living  room with  a  fireplace,  large  openings  and access  to  a  spacious
veranda with  sea  views,  a  kitchen and a  W.C.  The  internal  staircase  leads  to  the
upper  level  which  includes  an  office with  sea  and castle  views,  2  bedrooms and 1
bathroom. The bedrooms have nice views and access to verandas. The lower level
consists  of  a  large  bedroom with  its  own bathroom.  All  areas  of  the  house  have
nice  heights  and  plenty  of  light.

The second house of 62sq.m. has a living room, an open-plan kitchen, 1 bedroom,
1  bathroom,  offering  access  to  a  nice  courtyard,  while  it  can  be  united  with  the
first  house.

Lastly,  the  third  house  of  88sq.m.  is  developed in  2  levels,  while  it  is  unfinished.

A  modern  property,  with  a  special  character  and  amazing  views,  ideal  for  winter
or  summer  excursions,  in  the  beautiful  Corinthia.

 

PLOT:  929 m2

BUILDING AREA:  363 m2

BEDROOMS:  5

 

Fireplace
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Sea  view
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This  property  is  presented  by

Mrs.  Eleni  Katabelisi
+30 6948 505 046

e.katabelisi@barnes-international.com

BARNES GREECE
18,  Kanari  str

10674,  Kolonaki
ATHENS,  GREECE

E-MAIL:  greece@barnes–international.com
TEL.:  +30 210 36  40  100,  +30 210 36  40  108

FAX.:  +30 210 36  40  106

VIEW THIS  PROPERTY ON OUR WEBSITE
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